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a selection of new and upcoming releases

Fiction:
Miss Aldridge Regrets by Louise Hare (7/5)
Fans of Agatha Christie’s Death on the Nile will enjoy this fast-paced historical mystery

Joan by Katherine J. Chen (7/5)
An atmospheric, character-driven historical fiction novel about Joan of Arc

Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow by Gabrielle Zevin (7/12)
Two friends create a blockbuster video game, testing their relationship as their success leads them to fame and
betrayal

On Rotation by Shirlene Obuobi (L, 6/21)
Fans of Taylor Jenkins Reid’s Maybe In Another Life Time will enjoy the relatable characters in this moving novel

Florida Woman by Deb Rogers (7/5)
After going viral for the wrong reasons, a Florida woman performs community service at a wildlife refuge

The Drowning Sea by Sarah Stewart Taylor (6/21)
A Polish man’s body washes ashore near an Irish couple’s cottage in this modern day gothic tale

Nonfiction:
We Carry Their Bones by Erin Kimmerle (6/14)
The harrowing story of the real life basis for Colson Whitehead’s The Nickel Boys

Salmon Wars by Douglas Frantz and Catherine Collins (7/12)
An expose of the international salmon farming industry and the world’s favorite fish

Why Didn’t You Tell Me? by Carmen Rita Wong (7/12)
Compelling memoir about a daughter reconciling her immigrant mother’s secrets after her mother’s death

In the Houses of Their Dead by Terry Alford (6/14)
A comparison of how the 19th century Spiritualist movement affected the families of Abraham Lincoln and John
Wilkes Booth

An Immense World by Ed Yong (L, 6/21)
An examination of how animals use their senses and what we can learn about how humans see the world

One Person, One Vote by Nick Seabrook (6/14)
Explores the origins, history, and future of how Congressional district maps are drawn

